The objectives of the Four Major Rivers Restoration project are to make a comprehensive management system for river restoration in South Korea, and to boost domestic economy and employment. There are four main issues which should be addressed to successfully complete the project. First, effective communication should be made between the numerous and various participants involved in the huge project. Second, an integrated management system for the project is required to overcome the manpower shortage of the project owners. Third, even though the project is huge in its scale, it has to be completed approximately in two years. Fourth, the project cost should be effectively managed because the budget for the project is very tight especially in the recent global financial crisis. To address these issues, this study developed the integrated management system for the project, which is called the FIMS(Four major rivers integrated project management system). The FIMS consists of integrated management module, project owner module, and contractor module. Each module provides project information such as schedule, cost, and completion status, which integrates the management of the project. With the FIMS, various owners and contractors of the project will be able to manage the huge project more efficiently, which is critical to the successful completion of the project in the planned schedule and budget.
INTRODUCTION
Many countries around the world have tried major river projects for further development of their cities, such as Tennessee Valley Development Project (TVA) in U.S. and Damodar Valley Development Project (DVA) in India. It served as a foundation of economic revival and provided a better quality of life. In South Korea, the construction project which is called 'the Four Major Rivers Restoration Project' was planned from 2009, to help the recovery of the domestic economy from the international financial crisis, to minimize flood and drought damage, to build recreation spaces in accordance with a rise in national income, to set up an integrated management system about local independent irrigation projects and river improvement, etc. However, the major public projects carry various factors of discouragements, such as injecting large budget, a short project period, and complicated decision making process and so on. Therefore, it is necessary to set up a systematic project management method and apply it to reduce the risk of the major public projects. This research tries to predict the risks of the major public projects, establish a systematic management system base on the predictable risks, and create an Integrated Management System (FIMS) that takes each management areas from a program management point of view.
THE RISKS OF FOUR MAJOR RIVERS RESTORATION PROJECT
As mentioned above, the goal of 'the Four Major Rivers Restoration Project' is to enhance Korea's growth competitiveness through major public developing projects. Several government bodies are involved and place orders to around 100 general contractors on the project which is worth about 24.3billion USD (KICT, 2009) . As this project covers the nation's overall land area, thus need a macroscopic project management system, we analysed and found some risk factors which are as follows: 
The lack of managers
The planning and the designing process of the project are reviewed for a relatively short period of time due to the urgency of the political and economic situation of South Korea. Accordingly, standardization for codes, specifications, detailed construction material statements and standard drawings with the consideration of environment, top water, industrial water, logistics should be realized. Construction material supply chain management and emergency measures should also be strengthened. However, Office of National River Restoration, which s supervises the overall project,, are consisted of 69 workers, who are temporarily dispatched from different government departments. Additionally, the main organization, Regional Construction and Management Administrations, has only 58 workers for the project, so they do not have any capacity to manage and control the overall project as a control tower due to heavy administrative duties. As a result, a total management system must be introduced to the project based on a program management point for decreasing their heavy duties.
The need of absolute construction operation
The project has a very high possibility about change orders with a fast track method because the entire construction project excluding dams, reservoirs and detentions should be completed within 2.5 years. And it is very difficult to supply construction equipments, workforces and construction materials, as it is a temporary and a short term project. There is also a high possibility of civil complaints and construction operation delay due to environment pollution, safety accidents, flood and so on. Moreover, the rigidity of Korean construction business makes insufficient operation management capacity to general contractors. In order to improve the situation, a systematic schedule management should be adopted to the project.
The need of systematic cost management system
Most of the construction project will be completed by 2011. The entire project including dams and reservoir constructions will be finished by 2012. Accordingly, the project has a very short period of time and a limited budget, so it is necessary to create a time shortening method before the operations are started. It is also required to adopt a systematic cost management method to prevent from going over the budget, secure transparency and fairness. Especially, design management system and cost management system linked to design management system are assisted to expand the application of new technologies, new methods and new construction materials to reduce the construction cost and operation duration. Furthermore, it is also required to strengthen the program management as a control tower for design & construction management method confirmation under different project delivery methods, design standardization, advancement, and high technology.
Other risks and uncertainties of the project
As for the nature of the project, which breaks ground across the whole nation at the same time, it is highly likely the project could entail environment and safety issues. Thus, the project has to prepare such uncertainties by implementing the risk management system against the protest from NGOs and environmental movement organizations.
FOUR MAJOR RIVER INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT SYSTEM(FIMS)
A program management, a subordinate concept to a project management, is a comprehensive idea that realizes centralized and modified management to achieve the strategic and profit goal, in line with several other lower ranked projects. (CMAA, 2010 
Classification Setup
The project classification is schematized, organized and defined by an identification number of project unit process, construction type and construction area. The integrated project management system is established based on work breakdown structure (WBS), project numbering system (PNS), cost breakdown structure (CBS) and organizational breakdown structure (OBS).
Process Manual Setup for Integrated Project Management
As mentioned earlier, the project has a very complicated hierarchical project organization. So, this research developed a document, 4 process manuals and a guidebook, to establish a standard guideline and criteria for a consistent and systematic working performance as a result to provide project participants uniformity and consistency. It is a fundamental requisite at the early stage of the project, so Integrated Management Information System and Performance Manuals are developed to be useful to the project after considering project management standard performance manuals and construction supervision performance manuals which are previously introduced by the Korean government (HanmiParsons, 2010). -Document : Integrated Project Management Process Document -Procedure : Construction Schedule, Construction Cost, Project Information Management, Project Numbering System Procedure -Guideline : User Manual for FIMS
Project Schedule Management System Setup
In a project schedule management system, there are 3 levels (Integrated management module, Project owner module and Contractor module) according to the operation target. And Critical Path Method (CPM) is adjusted for personnel in charge to understand at a glance about all construction sites, to check a current status and to recognize schedule delay factors beforehand.
Project Cost Management System Setup
Project cost management system has to be established for a systematic and scientific management, to include the allocation of total project cost and an annual budget, contract-payment management, budget record management, project cost variation analysis and adjustment for each construction site because a huge budget from various owners is flown in the project. Therefore, management system has to be set up to achieve the project goal within the budget.
The Integrated Management System(FIMS) Setup
It is essential to establish an integrated management information system for systematic and efficient decision making and project management to each project participant. Accordingly, the Integrated Management System is developed to make communication smoothly among the project participants and accompany rapid decision making through unification and centralization of information system to accomplish the goal successfully. -Development of multi-level organization structure with oversight management concept for all participants in Four Major River Restoration -Forming PMIS (Project Management Information System) for the each individual participant to build a relationship among project participants (owner, CMr, supervisor, designer, general contractor). -Grouping PMISs to realize the program management for Office of national River Restoration with analysing each participant's schedule and cost management, operating a project numbering system and a current status management. Table 3 
CONCLUSION
The mass infrastructure developing project is not a single unique project, but a multi-dimensional one and thus has a very complicated structure. For this reason, there are so many variations on each phase from Plan-Design (Engineering)-Construction-Maintenance. In other words, how active the project copes with the variations of the project is the most important factor to decide whether it was successful or not. Therefore, an organic collaboration among organizations, strengthened role and responsibility, accurate information support system and rapid decision making will be a significant factor for the future Program Management Project. As a result, the program management of the Four Major Rivers Restoration Project is expected to be the best practice for the future mega construction management system establishment.
